Macroview Reinvents
Continuous Assurance for Digital Businesses with
Another Regional Digital Operations Centre (R.DOC)
The redesigned facility combines leading-edge services and solutions
to simplify digital business complexity and prepares companies for the Greater Bay Area.

Hong Kong, 23 August 2019 -- Macroview is giving Asia Pacific companies' digital transformation efforts a substantial boost
with the launch of the Regional Digital Operations Centre (R.DOC). The newly-minted facility answers regional business calls
to simplify digital transformation complexity, support always-on business environments, and offer a solid foundation for
digitalization. Through continuous monitoring, service assurance, and continuous improvement, the ISO 20000-certified
facility also gives critical digital business support for the Greater Bay Area (GBA).
Macroview invested HK$12 million to upgrade its Cheung Sha Wan facilities into R.DOC. Working in tandem with the
company’s North Point facilities, the new 7x24 active-active R.DOC takes a service-oriented approach to manage critical
digital infrastructure. Multidimensional time-series monitoring, AIOps, service desk integration, and service reliability
engineering (SRE) are some of its industry-leading advantages.
"Digitalization has changed business. Faster and 7x24 operations, the rise of DevOps, higher data transfer speeds and
volumes, and exploding data volumes require a new level of assurance for digital business operations. The multimilliondollar R.DOC underscores our belief in giving clients what they need. It also provides them the foundation for pursuing GBA
digital business opportunities with confidence," said Victor Share, Chief Executive Officer, Macroview.
Unique Differentiators
Macroview's 7x24 active-active R.DOC is one of the first in Hong Kong to use multidimensional time-series monitoring. It
facilitates Infrastructure and Operations teams to roll back in time and pinpoint root causes to incidents. The facility uses
machine learning to mitigate similar incidents in the future.
R.DOC demystifies digital services by using four layers of monitoring for infrastructure, applications, services, and business.
The expanded oversight is made possible by discovering service dependencies among the various service components, which
also includes microservices and containers. It allows digital businesses to discover vulnerabilities, drill down to root causes,
and understand the impact of key initiatives.
One big challenge that many IT administrators face is information overload. The team needs to sieve through data from
various sources one by one. It slows down the time to respond and increases the chances of overlooking issues. R.DOC
consolidates all monitoring data on a single platform and uses AIOps to analyze patterns in real-time. It is also supported by
a digital workforce of robotic process automation (RPA) bots to automate repetitive tasks. These augment human
administrators to become more effective while adding more insights about the operational status of digital services.
R.DOC is designed for service agility in digital infrastructure and operations for new initiatives like GBA. By analyzing service
requests continuously, opportunities for automation through the use of APIs, scripts, or RPA are discovered and optimized.
R.DOC banks on Service Reliability Engineering (SRE) approach to perform continuous monitoring to collect vital information
and data of the digital service. When an incident occurs, R.DOC can focus on the end-to-end delivery chain of digital services
from endpoints, networks to cloud platforms, it offers a systematic approach to handling incidents in the digital era. Post
mortems are immediately conducted for each incident for continuous service improvements within a no-blame culture.

Strength in Partnership
R.DOC leverages Macroview's strong partner network. They currently include Cisco, Splunk and Automation Anywhere.
The Cisco Digital Network Architecture (DNA) drives R.DOC's service-oriented promise. "Cisco DNA is an intent-based
network that bridges the gap between business and IT. It provides a software-defined approach that uses built-in data
analytics for R.DOC to automate and enforce the endpoint and service access policies across the modern digital workplace
environment. Based on open and extensible platform, Cisco DNA streamlines operations and facilitates IT and business
innovation," said Herman Lam, Managing Director for Cisco Hong Kong and Macau.
The AIOps runs on Splunk's IT Service Intelligence (ITSI). It offers a unified monitoring experience and helps R.DOC to
determine the service, application, or infrastructure origin of an incident fast. It also helps companies to shift from reactive
to predictive IT.
Automation Anywhere pioneers the concept of an intelligent digital workforce, which leverages software bots that work
side-by-side with employees to automate repetitive tasks and processes – freeing up employees to concentrate on highervalue business initiatives. Automation Anywhere’s offerings will be featured in the R.DOC. "Many organizations see the
benefits of a digital workforce and agree that RPA technology, infused with advanced AI capabilities, is poised to make a
positive impact on their workforce and operations. Our expanded relationship with Macroview on the R.DOC project will
help more businesses to make smarter decisions, reduce costs and risks while empowering their human workforce through
RPA." said Chern-Yue Boey, President for Automation Anywhere in Greater China.
Accolades and Customers
Macroview received multiple awards and certifications for R.DOC. The most significant is the ISO/IEC 20000-1:2018
certificate for Managed Digital Services. Macroview is one of the pioneers in Greater China to receive this prestigious
certification.
Other accolades include:




Cisco FY19 Golden Ticket Partner - Cisco Digital Network Architecture Center. Macroview is also the first and the
only partner in Hong Kong to achieve this award.
Splunk Hong Kong Excellence in Innovation - AI for IT Operations (AIOps) FY 2019
Automation Anywhere First Digital Workforce DOC Partner

New customers are already moving their critical operations to the new R.DOC. The Hong Kong Internet eXchange (HKIX), a
wholly-owned subsidiary of CUHK Foundation, is one of the earliest.
"Macroview is the service provider to assist us in managing our digital infrastructure. Their services have consistently met
our needs and beyond our expectation," said Kenneth Chan, Chief Operations Officer of HKIX.
About Macroview Telecom
With 700+ digital technology and cybersecurity professionals, Macroview is one of the largest independent digital technology
solution and managed service providers in the market. We have been entrusted by clients from various market sectors, including
MNCs, finance and banking, retail, healthcare, trading and manufacturing, logistics, governmental and public utilities, high
education and telecom service providers - serving them with 8 offices in Hong Kong, Macau and Mainland China, especially the
Greater Bay area. We help customers build up their corporate digital capabilities and transform their business based on
carefully-designed solutions and service frameworks.
Macroview is a proud member of HGC Global Communications Group.
To learn more, please visit Macroview’s website at: www.macroview.com
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Appendix

Macroview is glad to have our strategic partners to “Reinventing Assurance for the Digital Era”.
(From left to right)
Miranda Kwan, Director, Certification and Business Enhancement, SGS Hong Kong,
Dr CM Ng, Chairman, IT Division, Hong Kong Institution of Engineers,
Kenneth Chan, Chief Operations Officer, Hong Kong Internet eXchange (HKIX),
Jacqueline Teo, Chief Digital Officer, HGC Global Communications,
P.H Tang, Chief Technology Officer, Macroview,
Victor Share, Chief Executive Officer, Macroview,
Daniel Kong, Chief Financial Officer, HGC Global Communications,
Herman Lam, Managing Director, Cisco Hong Kong and Macau,
John Cheng, General Manager, Splunk Hong Kong and Taiwan,
Simon Tai, Managing Director, Automation Anywhere, HK and Macau.

P.H Tang, CTO, Macroview, received the ISO/IEC 20000-1:2018
certificate for Managed Digital Services from Miranda Kwan,
Director, Certification and Business Enhancement, SGS Hong
Kong.

Herman Lam, Managing Director, Cisco Hong Kong and
Macau presented the Cisco FY19 Golden Ticket Partner Cisco Digital Network Architecture Center to P.H Tang, CTO,
Macroview. Macroview is also the first and the only partner
in Hong Kong to achieve this award.

John Cheng, General Manager, Splunk Hong Kong and
Taiwan, presented the Splunk Excellence in Innovation - AI
for IT Operations (AIOps) FY 2019 to P.H Tang, CTO,
Macroview.

Simon Tai, Managing Director, Automation Anywhere, HK
and Macau presented the Automation Anywhere First Digital
Workforce DOC Partner to P.H Tang, CTO, Macroview.
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